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Directions: Show work or justifr yow answer.
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Review: Story Graphs
2. The graph below represents a jogger's speed during her 2O-minute jog around her neighborhood.

Which stbtement best describes what the jogger was doing during the 9-:72 minute interval of her jog?

(1) She was standing still.
(2) She was increasing her speed.
(3) She was decreasing her speed.

Review: Factoring Special Binomials
3. If the area of a rectangle is expressed as xa - l6y',then the product of the length and the width of the rectangle
could be expressed as

LYf 8- 4y)(x + 4y)
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Review: Linear Equations Y: mx t b

4. The graph of a linear equation contains the points (3, 1l)and (-2,I). Which point also lies on the graph?
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6. Write an inequality that is represented by the accompanying graph. Justify how you came up with the
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If it is a dotted line the inequality symbol it L aY 5
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7. Find the roots of the equation x' - 6x- 17 :0, using any method'
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| 8. David has two jobs. He earns $8 per hour babysitting his neighbor's children and he earns $1 1 per hour working

I u, the coffee shop.

4e
Write an inequality to represent the number of hours, x, baliysitting and the number of hours, y,:working at the
coffee shop that David will need to work to eam a minimum of $200.
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David worte(iioDlat the .off.#top. Use the inequality to find the number "gffi h;"*1e must babysit to
reach his goal oF$'2001 =:- 
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q. Which table represents a function? Justify your answer.
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10. When directed to solve a quadratic equation by completing the square, Sarah arrived at the equation
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:9 . *tch equation could have been the original equation given to Sarah? Show your work.2) 44v- ,, .,-r.. tt+ 4''., ,i' at. 
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